) is one of the best known figures in the history of Baroque Italian oratorios, a status owed mostly to his short but celebrated treatise Discorso [dogmatico] intorno a gl'Oratorii. As the only instance of extended theoretical reflection on this important literary and musical genre, the Discorso has attracted considerable critical attention.
This is a third case which confirms the fact that Spagna carried out extensive editing work when preparing his oratorios for print in 1706. Earlier counterparts differing from versions known from the Rome edition can also be found for the three-act dramma musicale entitled Il trionfo della fede nel martirio de Bertola&Locatelli, 1990 -1994 and from the reconstruction of the repertoire of Florence confraternities: HILL, John Walter. Oratory Music in Florence, III: The Confraternities from 1655 to 1785. Acta Musicologica, 1986 (58) no. 1, p. 129-179. 5 SPAGNA, op. cit., [Libro secondo, Oratorio XII.], SPAGNA, op. cit., [Libro primo, Oratorio II.] , p. 40-54. 7 Copy of the libretto in I- MOe, 70.F.7.2. 8 Cf. SARNELLI, Mauro. Dai Barberini all'età dell'Arcadia. Nuova indagini sulla poetica drammaturgico-musicale sacra di Arcangelo Spagna. In Musikstadt Rom. Geschichte -For- Rom, 28.-30. September 2004 , ed. Markus Engelhardt. Kassel: Bärenreiter-Verlag, 2011 .
schung -Perspektiven. Beiträge der Tagung »Rom -Die Ewige Stadt im Brennpunkt der aktuellen musikwissenschaftlichen Forschung« am Deutschen Historischen Institut in
[Micarelli] di Roma in 1693 in Florence. Also, two manuscript copies of the work survive in the libretto collections of the Biblioteca Vallicelliana in Rome. When compared to the printed 1706 edition, these show changes not only to the structure of the arias, but also more some far-reaching differences in terms of the piece's dramatic structure, such as the presence of a "hidden" Narrator. 9 Spagna gives the role of the Narrator partly to the chorus and secondary characters (a narrative alto part has been identified in the course of libretto as one of Susanna's companions).
10 Besides he uses choruses to close each of the parts, 11 a practice he would later discourage in his treatise.
12 It would also be interesting to compare the manuscript sources and the Roman printed edition of the libretto with another print, published in Florence, which will probably be closer to the manuscripts (it names the above-mentioned alto narrative part simply a Testo): 
MS. at I-Rv
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Neither version contains a Narrator; both seem to implement Spagna's favoured idea of the oratorio as a "melodramma sacro", i.e. a fully dramatized religious piece. As he was reworking the older version, Spagna was presumably looking for ways to make it a "perfetto Melodramma sacro".
16 Accordingly, I will present the two texts in the wider context of the developing genre of the oratorio libretto in the second half of the 17th century by closely analysing Spagna's editorial strategies and examining their consequences.
Interlocutori
The list of the dramatis personae in the Florence printed edition lists three named characters: Giuditta, Ozia and Oloferne, and three collective characters: In 1701, when La Giuditta trionfatrice d'Oloferne was performed in Florence, the oratorio must have seemed very outmoded: this kind of structure was rather characteristic of operas composed in the first half of the 17th century (or in the middle of the 17th century at the latest), including the productions of the Barberini Theatre in Rome from the time of the famous carnival held to welcome Christina, Queen of Sweden, and later from the short pontificate of Giulio Rospigliosi (Pope Clement IX). To remain with works topically connected with the Book of Judith, a comparably extensive use of choruses (sung by individual singers owing to the more modest nature of such performances) can be found in libretti from the mid-17th century -such as the anonymous Oratorio di Giuditta from the collection Il Theatro spirituale. 17 In later works, choruses embellished with various minor parts can be found in pieces such as La Giuditta by Maurizio Cazzati (Bologna 1668; based on Andrea Salvadori's La Giuditta, performed with music by Marco da Gagliano in Florence in 1626) 18 and in the Latin oratorios from the 1670s and 1680s, e.g. the anonymous Iudith (Rome 1672) 19 or Iudith Bethuliae obsessae propugnatricis with a libretto by Filippo Capistrelli and music by Innocenzo Fede (Rome 1685).
20 However, such choruses gradually disappear from oratorio libretti even in those cases where they seem naturally suited for their biblical subjects. This is in keeping with a tendency, introduced since the mid-17th-century by Venetian opera, to use the word Coro in the list of dramatis personae in the sense of supernumeraries (courtiers, ladies of the court, soldiers, priests etc.). This tendency is perfectly illustrated by the soloistic oratorios by Giacomo Antonio Bergamori (libretto) and Giovanni Paolo Colonna (music) entitled La 35 However, Spagna did not introduce the fashionable aria ending until L'Amazone hebrea, where it only appears at the end of Part One -however, he introduced there not a typical arietta allegra that he had recommended for a pleasant ending of an oratorio but aria with a religious message.
Still, the overall dramaturgical effect of the changes is not exactly felicitous. The new characters are not well-integrated, and their dramatic function seems incongruent -i.e. Vagao's role is still very unindividualized one as it consists mainly of the simple "borrowings" from passages sung earlier by accindental characters while the Nurse is not only Judith's confidante (a role expansion created with new lines of poetry added towards the end of Part One of L'Amazone hebrea), but also the spokeswoman for the people clamouring for Betulia's surrender.
Abbellimenti
In order to avoid turning libretti into drily factual recountings of biblical or hagiographic material, Spagna allowed a necessary degree of licentia poetica to fully dramatising the histories. However, he warned that such ornaments or abbellimenti should not attenuate or obscure the "moralità" (moral) which oratorios should retain from their sacred sources. He also argued against dwelling on episodes involving "amori profani", even when mentioned in the Bible or in the 35 Nonetheless, even one or two lines could be given a sophisticated polyphonic treatment (underappreciated by the contemporaries), such as the closing verse of the oratorio La Giuditta by Pietro Ottoboni with music by Alessandro Scarlatti (Rome 1694). The first segment of this line ("muta in ciel di contenti") is set in canonic imitation, the second ("un mar di pianti"), containing supplementary music material, plays a contrapuntal role. Cf. SCARLATTI, Alessandro. La Giuditta, ed. Lino Bianchi. Roma: De Santis, 1964, p. 162-174 (Gli Oratorii di Alessandro Scarlatti, 1). lives of saints (particularly female ones) -love-related content should be limited to what was strictly necessary, and the listeners were supposed to focus on the character's virtù. Obviously, this principle ensured that oratorios based on the Book of Judith would pose a real challenge. The dramatic components present in the Book of Judith were either the same as the popular (topical) components of the drammi per musica of the day, or at least offered good pretexts for introducing them.
36 The list below outlines those components and indicates which ones were used by Spagna in the two versions of his oratorio based on Liber Iudithae:
Book of Judith: motifs and their affinities with contemporary operatic topics or conventions
Spagna 1701
Spagna 1706
1. Judith stands up to the elders -she can be portrayed as an Amazon, a donna forte, who subverts social hierarchy: her opposition can be understood as an assumption of a male role by a female. In such a case: 1a. Judith speaks like a commander / politician 1b. her speech triggers misogynistic comments and provokes suspi- As a character, Holofernes attracted a lot of attention from Spagna's contemporary librettists (e.g. La Giuditta by Leone Alberici, published in Orvieto in 1679 or L'Oloferne by Rinaldo Ciallis, Parma 1681).
37 But Spagna's Oloferne is not particularly vividly drawn and his portrayal remains essentially the same in L'Amazone hebrea. In both, Holofernes is more a soldier than a tyrant. His cruelty is implied by the contents of the Book of Judith rather than shown through his behaviour in oratorio libretto. Eventually, Spagna devotes more space to emphasising Holofernes' pride as commander using numerous panegyrics sung by the Assyrians. His transformation into an eroe effeminato happens imperceptibly -we only notice its effects in his love duet with Judith ("Hai vinto"). The Jewish heroine is a more vivid and interesting creation -in the original version (La Giuditta trionfatrice d'Oloferne) Spagna focuses almost exclusively on presenting Judith's virtù (with the possible exception of the love duet). Her beauty and amorous stratagems are very much left to the listener's imagination and knowledge of the content of Liber Iudithae -the only moment of the annoucement that she gives up her widow clothes and ornates herself with fine jewellery is the aria "Io vi depongo homai". But even this is shown by Spagna in military spirit -her jewellery, as Judith declares in the second strophe, becomes her armour. When Holofernes invites Judith for a lavish supper, Spagna introduces the "scene" of the knightly tournament, in fact a very "theatrical" device, used here, however, as an excuse to avoid showing Judith directly taking part in the feast and to present her in the most favourable light. The tournament becomes a metaphor of a life of worldly pleasure and pursuit of honour (the participants are fighting to win a precious sword as a prize), an implicit criticism of Holofernes. Judith watches the tournament "from the sidelines" and comments it. Her admonitions "Cieca, e folle humanità", which foreshadow Holofernes' final catastrophe, are very possibly more aimed at the listeners of the oratorio rather than at the Assyrians. In a very original fashion, this puts Spagna's interpretation of the theme of Judith and Holofernes (as schematic as his portrayal may be) in the broader category of Italian oratorios which interpret this biblical story as an account of the fall of a tyrant, one of the most prevalent topoi used to depict the idea of vanitas in Baroque literature -suffice it to mention works such as La Giuditta by Cazzati, La Giuditta by Alberici, L'Oloferne by Rinaldo Ciallis, the anonymous dialogue La superbia abbattuta (Palermo 1685) 38 or La Giuditta by Giacomo Cossa (Rome 1705). 39 Judith's prayer "Tu Signor, ch'il petto mio" (or in 1706: "Tu vigore al braccio mio") dispels any potential doubt about the divine inspiration for her dire deed.
To sum up, Judith's portrayal in La Giuditta trionfatrice d'Oloferne follows closely Spagna's own prescriptions to omit unnecessary concentration on "affetti profani". It can be compared with Fede Galizia's beautiful picture Judith with the head of Holofernes (1596 and 1601) 40 -here the heroine is pompously dressed and the presence of her nurse with meaningful Harpocrates' gesture indicates that in Judith's story there are many things about which it would be better not to talk to much. What a perfect imagination of this characteristic tension between disturbing and heroic elements of the Book of Judith which could cause so many difficulties for any librettist who cared about moral pureness of his libretto.
In L'Amazone hebrea Judith's portrayal as perfect and faultless in nearly every respect is partly debunked. Thanks to the presence of the Nurse we learn that the mission Judith undertakes exceeds a woman's strength (monologue and aria of the Nurse, "Dalle spade esposto a un lampo "; vv. 183-192) , that she is so richly dressed that it seems she is going to attend a banquet and, finally, that she plans to deceive the Assyrians (duet between Judith and the Nurse, "Dove, o misere, lo scampo", announced beforehand in the recitative "finger convien" ["one should dissimulate"]; vv. 257-266). However, to balance out such hints of morally suspect motivations, Spagna concludes Part One with a new religious aria, "O Signor, tua luce fida", which emphasises the divine inspiration of Judith's deed.
The canon could be inspired to introduce those troubling abbellimenti by oratorio La Giuditta written by Antonio Ottoboni (Rome, Palazzo Cancelleria 1697 or 1695?), which contains a Nurse with a bitter, misogynistic monologue (vv. 24-32) , Judith in the "mirror scene" and heroine's feigned tears as a refugee (vv. 78-99) . 41 Spagna used those motifs, probably taking into consideration that an oratorio libretto should be no less attractive than an operatic one. However, in the same time he still tried to follow his own postulates by exercising moderation and providing religious commentary emphasized strongly enough to preserve Judith's image as an "Amazzone di Dio" not allowing her to become to openly an operatic Amazon to which she came too close in the libretti of his patron, Pietro Ottoboni, and especially in that of his father, Antonio.
42
Numeri chiusi (arias)
The poetic structure of many arias in La Giuditta trionfatrice d'Oloferne follows the forms developed in Venetian opera around the middle of the 17th century. Certain passages stand out, such as Judith's opposition to the wavering Betulians containing a thoughtful refrain in the recitative "Ah miseri tacete" (1701: vv. 166-182), a device usually written by composers in an arioso or even aria style, 43 or the aforementioned admonitions in "Cieca, e folle humanità", which intersperse the tournament "scene" as the refrain of Judith's aria and between other character's exchanges (1701: vv. 356-387; 1706: vv. 333-368) . There are also many strophic arias, some of them containing the archaic strophe structure with concluding couplets written in a metre characteristic of recitatives. 44 This poetic structure can be found for example in Judith's two-strophe lamentation at Holofernes' feet "Di quel Cielo i rai lucenti" (8a-4a-4b-4b/7c-11c, usually set to music in the ABB'CC' form). Interestingly, not all the arias (including the one just mentioned) were updated to more modern patterns in the 1706 edition (e.g. by using such simple interventions as the removal of the second strophe or the removal of the concluding refrain in the 7/11-syllabic metre). Judith has a particularly high number of such arias, possibly an indication of Spagna's intention to give his eponymous heroine a poetically archaic air as one of the possible way of emphasising her virtù. 
Summary
Both versions of Spagna's Book of Judith oratorio show that Spagna saw mid17th-century melodramma as an exemplary model. He made obvious efforts to reconcile its principles with the burgeoning dramma per musica and oratorio forms of the second half of the 17th century, especially with the trends he was familiar with from his service to Cardinal Pietro Ottoboni. It would be extremely compelling to know to which extention Spagna's ideas on oratorio exposed in his treatise were influenced by the oratorio repertoire performed at Palazzo della Cancelleria he had witnessed to? It seems that his openness on a presence of at least certain abbellimenti in the oratorios (as proved also by his L'Amazone hebrea) might be reinforced by the examples of such librettos legitimated by the ecclesiastic authority of one of the most powerful cardinals of those days whom he served.
It also seems that the original version entitled La Giuditta trionfatrice d'Oloferne may have been written even in the 1660s, shortly after Oratorio di Debora, which would corroborate the thesis that Spagna may have arranged the oratorios in Oratorii overo melodrammi sacri chronologically, in the order in which they were written. 45 It is also highly probable that La Giuditta trionfatrice d'Oloferne had been performed in Rome many years before its Florentine presentation (as indicates likewise the example of Susanna condannata ingiustamente da' giudici e liberata da Daniello, namely its libretto preserved in Rome in manuscript copy in I-Rv). However, it is very difficult to appraise his L'Amazone hebrea. In some ways Spagna's treatment still remains undeniably original (e.g. the "tournament scene"). It also reveals his obvious efforts to make his oratorio dramatically attractive while maintaining the religious nature of the story (new religious arias appeared not only in the role of Giuditta but in that of Ozia as well). But it is only Judith who stands very much at the centre of his dramatic interest as a remarkable character: a preacher and a woman who is both beautiful and brave, both pious and wise.
46 But in terms of overall structure and characterization of other protagonists Spagna falls short of creating a libretto as effective and coherent as those aforementioned ones by Gigli or Bergamori, two other librettists who, like Spagna, tried in their different ways to make the oratorio libretto attractive to contemporary listeners without losing sight of its religious and moral nature.
47 I do not mean that Spagna was a minor librettist 48 but his road to a "perfetto melodramma spirituale" -at least in the case of this oratorio based on such a difficult subject as the Book of Judith -seems to have been a particularly rocky one. And it might be a paradoxe that exactly in the year of the publication of Spagna' Libretto consulted: I-Rn, 34.1.L.38.2. The only score preserved (D-MÜp, Sant HS 409) has, however, the name of the composer Pietro Paolo Bencini written down on its title page. The score mentioned above corresponds to the libretto print from Montefiascone from 1720 (copy consulted: I-Rvat, R.G.Miscell.B.52.14). 
